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Abstract. The electric solar wind sail (E-sail) is a new
type of propellantless propulsion system for Solar System transportation, which uses the natural solar wind
for producing spacecraft propulsion. This paper discusses a mass breakdown and a performance model for
an E-sail spacecraft that hosts a scientific payload of
prescribed mass. In particular, the model is able to
estimate the total spacecraft mass and its propulsive
acceleration as a function of various design parameters
such as the tethers number and their length. A number
of subsystem masses are calculated assuming existing
or near-term E-sail technology. In light of the obtained
performance estimates, an E-sail represents a promising
propulsion system for a variety of transportation needs
in the Solar System.
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Introduction

The electric solar wind sail (E-sail) is an innovative deep
space propulsion concept that uses the solar wind dynamic pressure for generating thrust without the need
of reaction mass (Janhunen, 2006, 2009; Janhunen et al.,
2010). The E-sail spacecraft is spun around its symmetry axis and uses the centrifugal force to deploy and
stretch out a number of thin, long and conducting tethers, which are kept in a high positive potential by an onboard electron gun (Janhunen et al., 2010). The latter
compensates the electron current gathered by the conducting tethers from the surrounding solar wind plasma.
A baseline, full-scale, E-sail propulsion system comprises 2000 km of total main tether length (for example 100 tethers, each one being 20 km long), with 25 kV
tether voltage, 960 W electron gun power consumption
Correspondence to: Pekka Janhunen
(pekka.janhunen@fmi.fi)
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and 1.16 N nominal thrust at 1 au from the Sun. If
the main tethers are sufficiently long such that the
potential sheath overlapping between them is negligible, the propulsive thrust varies as 1/r, where r is the
Sun-spacecraft distance. Note, for comparison, that in
the classical photonic solar sail (Wright, 1992; McInnes,
1999) the propulsive thrust decreases more rapidly (that
is, as 1/r2 ) with the solar distance. Therefore the Esail concept is especially attractive for a mission towards the outer Solar System, such as a Jupiter rendezvous (Quarta et al., 2011) or a mission towards the
Heliopause (Quarta and Mengali, 2010) and the Solar
System boundaries.
The E-sail propulsive thrust per unit length (of a main
tether) is expectedly about 580 nN/m so that, for example, a 20 km long tether gathers about 11.6 mN of thrust
from the surrounding solar wind plasma. The previous
thrust estimate at 1 au corresponds to an average solar
wind. Actually the solar wind properties vary widely
along basically all relevant timescales. However, due
to certain plasma physical effects, the E-sail propulsive
thrust tends to vary much less than the solar wind dynamic pressure when a simple constant power strategy
is applied to adjusting the tether voltage in response to
solar wind density variations (Toivanen and Janhunen,
2009).
The main tethers are spun so that the centrifugal force
overcomes the propulsive thrust by a factor of about 5.
Accordingly, each main tether has to withstand about
5 cN continuous pull force without breaking. In addition, the main tethers must survive the micro-meteoroid
impacts along the mission lifetime (Hoyt and Forward,
2000), whose maximum reference value is about ten
years. These requirements are filled with sufficient margin by a four-line Heytether (Seppänen et al, 2011), produced by ultrasonic bonding from 25 µm and 50 µm aluminium wires (Kurppa et al., 2010). A Heytether con-
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sists of one parallel wire to which several (by default 3)
loop wires are bonded to the base wire at regular, mutually interleaving intervals. In terms of micrometeoroid
tolerance the four-wire Heytether is roughly equivalent
to the criss-crossed four-wire Hoytether (Hoyt and Forward, 2000), but is easier to manufacture by our methods because only one base wire is needed.
Assuming ten years of flight time with full thrust of
1 N, an E-sail propulsion system produces a total impulse of about 300 MNs. This value is equivalent to the
total impulse produced by a high-thrust propulsion system, for example a chemical rocket with a specific impulse of 300 s burning 100 tonnes of propellant, or an
electric thruster with a specific impulse of 3000 s that
uses 10 tonnes of propellant.
The propulsive acceleration and the corresponding
mission performance in terms of flight time depend on
both the payload mass and the E-sail design parameters. In order to evaluate the actual E-sail capabilities
in a deep-space next generation mission, it is therefore
important to have a parametric model that is able to
model the propulsion system performance as a function
of its (main) design parameters. The purpose of this
paper is to develop such a parametric model using nearterm technology data. The new mathematical model
deepens and updates the previous simplified approach
of Mengali et al. (2008).
The fact that the E-sail spins slowly has some implications to the payload, especially to imaging science instruments requiring a combination of accurate pointing
and lengthy exposure. Specific technical solutions such
as despun platforms are available to mitigate or eliminate these potential issues. Analysing such matters is
left outside the scope of this paper.
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Scalable E-sail mathematical model

We now consider a parametric model for mass budgeting of E-sail missions of different sizes, see e.g. Larson
and Wertz (1999) for the general approach. Consider an
E-sail propulsion system, constituted by a main body
and N main tethers, each one having length L. A Remote Unit (RU) is placed at the tip of each tether, see
Fig. 1. Every RU comprises two reels for deploying an
auxiliary tether, as discussed next, and a thruster unit
for controlling the main tether’s angular velocity. The
main spacecraft and the tether rig spin slowly to keep
the tethers taut, a typical spin period being some tens 120
of minutes.
The total spacecraft mass can be thought of as being the sum of the following contributions: 1) scientific
payload of mass mpay , 2) high voltage subsystem including electron guns, 3) N main tethers of mass mmt ,
N main tether reels of mass mmr , and N RUs of mass

thruster

auxiliary reel
assembly

auxiliary
tether

main tether

remote unit

auxiliary tether

main body

main tether

solar panel
spin

Fig. 1. E-sail schematic view.

mru , 4) auxiliary tether of mass mat , 5) tether cameras
and E-sail controller, 6) power system with solar panels,
7) telemetry system with antennas, 8) thermal control
subsystem, 9) attitude control system (ACS), and 10)
structural mass mstr . The simplified expression for the
total spacecraft mass m is thus

m = ηma

mb + N (mmt + mru ) + mat
(1 − ηstr )(1 − ηacs )

(1)

where the dimensionless margin coefficient ηma = 1.2 is
introduced to account for a 20% margin on the actual
value, while ηstr and ηacs model the structural mass fraction and the ACS mass fraction of the spacecraft’s total
mass.
Each term in the numerator of the right hand side of
Eq. (1) can be expressed as a function of the system’s
parameters, as will be discussed below. The term mb
indicates the mass of the functional components of the
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main body of the spacecraft, given by

2R2

mb =

w mt

mpay
+ N mmr
mgc + mvs + nca mca + neg meg + msa +
1 − ηtms
.
1 − ηtcs
(2)

125

2R1

The mass of the high voltage source (mvs ), guidance
computer (mgc ), tether cameras (nca · mca ), electron
guns (neg · meg ), solar array power system (msa ), the
telemetry system equipped scientific payload (mpay /(1− 145
ηtms )) and the main tether reels (N ·mmr ) are discussed
in the following subsections, along with the other mass
terms appearing in Eq. (1).
2.1

High voltage subsystem
150

We assume neg = 3 redundant electron guns, each one
providing a beam power Peg and having mass meg =
γeg Peg , where the gun specific mass is γeg = 1.0 kg/kW.
We assume 100% gun efficiency and neglect the low voltage cathode heating power.The electric power Peg varies 155
with the distance r from the Sun and can be related to
the total length N L of the main tethers through a linear
power density β, whose value essentially depends (Mengali et al., 2008) on the main tethers voltage and on
the Heytether (Seppänen et al, 2011) total surface area. 160
In particular, using the current Heytether configuration,
the expression for the linear power density is
s
2e3 V03
[R1 + (3π/2)R2 ]
(3) 165
β = 2n⊕
me
130

135

where V0 is the nominal voltage of the main tethers,
n⊕ = 7.6 × 106 m−3 is the nominal solar wind density at
r = r⊕ , 1 au, e is the electron charge, and me is the
electron mass. For example, assuming V0 = 25 kV and 170
the previous tether dimensions (R1 = 25 µm and R2 =
12.5 µm), Eq. (3) provides a linear power density β '
0.4790 W/km.
Taking into account a reference condition that corresponds to the minimum Sun-spacecraft distance rmin = 175
0.9 au, a conservative estimate of the electric power required by the electron gun is
2

Peg = N Lβ (r⊕ /rmin ) .

140

(4)

Even though the solar wind density n exhibits large natural variations, a simple strategy of varying the tether 180
voltage V away from the nominal V0 , such that Peg is
constant, is quite effective for maintaining constant the
daily, weekly or monthly averaged thrust at a given solar
distance r (Toivanen and Janhunen, 2009).
Two plasma physical effects are responsible for this
at first surprising behavior. The first one is that the

Fig. 2. Four-wire Heytether scheme.

thrust is proportional to the total tether length times
the tether’s electron sheath width. For a fixed voltage
the latter is proportional to the solar wind plasma
√ Debye length, which, in turn, is proportional to 1/ n. As
a result (Janhunen, 2009) the thrust is approximately
linearly proportional to the tether voltage V , but it has
only a square root dependence on the solar wind dynamic pressure Pdyn = mp nv 2 where v is the solar wind
speed and mp is the proton mass. The second effect
is√that, because the tether current is proportional to
n V , V must be varied as n−2/3 in order to maintain
Peg constant. When combined, these two effects imply
that under a constant Peg strategy the thrust is proportional to n1/6 v, i.e. the thrust depends only weakly on
the solar wind density. Furthermore, solar wind variations of n and v are typically anticorrelated, and this
tends to further reduce the thrust fluctuations.
There are several ways on how high voltage distribution (and grounding plan) can be obtained. One way is
to have a relatively low energy (e.g. 1 kV) electron gun
connected to a common internal bus that maintains the
electron gun at its voltage. Each tether can then have
its own small high voltage source, thus allowing an arbitrary differential modulation of tether voltages and no
need for high voltage switches, resistors, potentiometers
or cables. The high voltage source mass is assumed to be
mvs = γvs Peg , where γvs = 20 kg/kW is the specific mass
of the high voltage generator. For example, Ultravolt
makes 30 W/kV vacuum compatible DC voltage source
model 35A24-P30 with a γvs of 14.2 kg/kW and an efficiency of 70%. Therefore a value of 20 kg/kW seems to
be a reasonable value, even though it may require some
customization effort.
2.2

Main tethers

The main tether is a four-wire aluminium (density ρAl =
2700 kg/m3 ) Heytether (Seppänen et al, 2011), composed of a (straight) base wire of radius R1 = 25 µm, and
three (approximately semicircular) loop wires of radius
R2 = 12.5 µm, the latter being ultrasonically bonded to
the former (Kurppa et al., 2010), see Fig 2.
The
 mass per unitlength of the main tether is λmt =
ρAl π R12 + (3π/2)R22 ' 1.155 × 10−5 kg/m. Therefore,
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Prototypes of cold gas thruster and FEEP thruster
the tether mass mmt depends linearly on L according to 210
as RU’s subsystems have been designed at Ångström
the simple relationship
Space Technology Centre. The wet mass of a FEEP-unit
mmt = λmt L.
(5)
is 0.880 kg, whose auxiliary tether reel system’s share
is 0.135 kg. The mass of the ionic liquid propellant is
2.3 Main tether reel assembly
215
0.07 kg and the total impulse capability 2000 Ns. The
wet mass of a cold gas-unit is 0.613 kg, of which 0.05 kg
The main tether reel assembly is a motorized mechanism
is propellant, and the total impulse capability is 40 Ns.
that holds the reeled tether inside, and deploys it in
For conservative purposes, here we assume that each
orbit. Its mass is estimated to be
RU contains a FEEP thruster that is mounted either
along the spin accelerating direction or along the decelVmt
(6)
mmr = mmr0 + ρmr
erating direction, see Fig. 1. Therefore there are two
ηmr
subtypes of RUs, which are otherwise identical except
being mirror images of each other in the left-right diwhere mmr0 = 0.1 kg corresponds to the mass of the
rection. In a baseline configuration, accelerating and
motorized reel assembly in case of a short tether such
braking thrusters are alternated on adjacent RUs. More
as that used in ESTCube-1 and Aalto-1 CubeSat misgeneral arrangements could also be considered in spesions, ρmr = 500 kg/m3 is the assumed mass density of
cific missions. Accordingly, the RU’s mass with a FEEP
the reel structure with respect to its contained volume,
unit is parameterized as
Vmt = mmt /ρAl is the solid aluminium volume of the
main tether and ηmr = 0.3 is the packaging factor of the
mat
ρar
(8)
mru = mru0 +
reeled tether.
ρKa
2.4
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Auxiliary tether

where mru0 = 0.745 kg and ρar = 282 kg/m3 .

The auxiliary tether is manufactured using Kapton
(with a density ρKa = 1420 kg/m3 ) and is used to connect the RUs for avoiding collisions between adjacent 220
tethers (Janhunen et al., 2010). Assuming that the auxiliary tether is constituted by a rectangular section of
height hat = 12.7 µm and width wat = 3 cm, its linear
density is λat = η p ρKa hat wat = 2.705×10−4 kg/m where
ηp = 0.5 is a dimensionless coefficient that models the 225
perforation of the auxiliary tether’s stripe required to
produce a proper amount of elasticity. The length of the
auxiliary tether is approximately equal to the length of
a circumference of radius L. The total auxiliary tether
mass is thus
mat = λat 2πL.
(7) 230

2.6

2.5

The power generation subsystem includes solar panels
with their deployment mechanism as well as a power processing unit that produces bus voltage and, very likely,
a battery pack.
For a baseline deep space mission, where the Sunspacecraft distance ranges between about 0.9 au and
4 au, rather large solar panels are typically needed to
provide the scientific payload with a sufficient power up
to the aphelion radius. It is assumed that during the
cruise phase both payload and telemetry instruments are
in idle (or keep-alive) mode, with a specific power consumption of 0.1 W/kg, while during the operating mode
(that is, when the E-sail is turned off) the power consumption is about 1 W/kg. For conservative purposes,
we assume that the E-sail could also use 10 W of base
power in addition to the electron gun requirement, even

Remote Units

Each RU hosts a thruster for initiating and (possibly
later) controlling the tether rig’s spin. It also includes
the reels from which the auxiliary tethers are deployed. 235
Two thruster options are being considered in more detail, a cold gas thruster of Nanospace and an ionic liquid FEEP thruster of Alta (Marcuccio et al., 2011).
The cold gas thruster can produce a total impulse sufficient for the required initial spin and for the small spin 240
rate adjustments during flight operations. The FEEP
thruster, on the other hand, has a total impulse capability sufficient for controlling the spin to counteract the
Coriolis acceleration that results from orbiting around
the Sun with an inclined sail (Toivanen and Janhunen, 245
2012).

Tether cameras and controller

To find out the actual position of each RU at the main
tether tips, a number nca = 12 of cameras along the
perimeter of the main spacecraft are used. Each camera has mass mca = 0.04 kg (Pappa et al, 2004). Each
RU has an optical beacon transmitting a unique optical coding so that the unit can be identified by the
cameras. The E-sail also needs a guidance computer to
which a mass mgc = 1 kg is allocated, including the radiation shielding. Since the tether rig moves slowly, a
moderate amount of computing power is sufficient.
2.7

Power generation subsystem
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when it is turned off. Note that the electric power required by the electron gun varies with the solar distance 280
as 1/r2 , that is, in the same way as the illumination of
the solar panels.
For science payloads sizing, the power system is always constrained by the payload requirements at 4 au
(aphelion distance), and not by the E-sail requirements 285
during the cruise phase. Hence the power system has to
provide 1 W/kg for the payload and telemetry units at
4 au, plus 10 W of base power for the E-sail. Note that at
closer solar distances the power system produces more
power than is actually necessary. We assume a specific 290
mass value of γsa = 10 kg/kW for the power subsystem
as a whole, when the reference kW-value is the full power
gathered at 0.9 au. This is motivated by the fact that the
full panel power at 0.9 au does not need to be processed
by the power processing unit. It has only to provide 295
enough power to the payloads and to guarantee the solar panels health. We also assume an end of life solar
panel degradation factor of ηsa = 1.2.
Accordingly, the power produced by the solar arrays
300
at the maximum distance rmax = 4 au is
!#
"
2

rmin
rmax
+ ηka Ppay ,Ppay
Psa
= ηsa Po + max ηvs Peg
rmax
(9)
where Ppay = mpay /γpay is the payload required power,
ηka = 0.1 is the idle versus duty power ratio of both the 305
payload and the telemetry systems, and ηvs = 1.25 is the
assumed overhead factor (reciprocal of the efficiency) of
the HV source. Correspondingly, the needed solar array
power at the minimum distance rmin = 0.9 au is
rmin
Psa
= ηsa [Po + max(ηvs Peg + ηka Ppay ,Ppay )].

(10)

From the 1/r2 scaling of the solar radiation flux it follows that the needed maximum capacity of the solar
arrays scaled to rmin is
h
i
2
rmin
rmax
Psa = max Psa
,Psa
(rmax /rmin ) .
(11)
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Telemetry, ACS, thermal and structure

2.9

Characteristic acceleration

Using Table 1 the total spacecraft mass given by Eq. (1)
can be computed in terms of four design parameters,
namely (N, L, V0 , mpay ).
The spacecraft characteristic acceleration, that is, the
maximum propulsive acceleration at a reference distance
r⊕ from the Sun, can be similarly expressed as a function
of the same four parameters. In fact, the thrust per unit
main-tether-length at a distance of 1 au from the Sun
is (Janhunen et al., 2010)
f = fV V0 − f0

(12)

where f0 , 24.16 nN/m and fV , 24.16 nN/m/kV. The
spacecraft characteristic acceleration is therefore

Finally, the mass of the power subsystem is given by
msa = γsa Psa . Recall that an underlying assumption in
the above formulas is that the science payload is active during coasting phases and dormant during propulsive phases, the dormant payload power being factor ηka
times the active payload power.
2.8

scientific instrument generates data that must be transmitted by the telemetry system. If a payload needs more
telemetry capability than is assumed here, one has to reserve extra mass for it from the scientific payload budget. Our results concerning the E-sail mass fraction are
not sensitive to the previous parametric choice.
The E-sail requires a service from satellite’s attitude
control system (ACS) for pointing the spin axis towards
the Sun and starting the spin motion at the beginning
of E-sail deployment. Most of required angular momentum is obtained from RU thrusters, but a small fraction
is gotten from the ACS. If the mission calls for accurate
manoeuvring near an asteroid or another small body,
a micro-propulsion system is needed for overcoming a
small photonic sail effect of the tethers and for fine orbit control. We assume that the attitude and orbit control system (AOCS) mass is a fraction ηacs = 0.05 of the
spacecraft’s total mass.
Similarly, the thermal control subsystem mass mtcs is
expressed as a given percentage of the main body mass
through the coefficient ηtcs = 0.05. Finally, the structural parts of the main spacecraft including RU launch
locks is, by assumption, a fraction ηstr = 0.15 of the total mass. The main spacecraft parameters of the mass
model are collected in Table 1.

a⊕ =

3

310

We assume that the telemetry subsystem mass is related
to the scientific payload such that the telemetry subsystem plus payload mass is given by mpay /(1 − ηtms ),
where the telemetry mass fraction is ηtms = 0.2. This 315
choice is qualitatively motivated by the fact that each

fNL
.
m

(13)

Results

Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the spacecraft mass budget and
some other fundamental parameters corresponding to a
characteristic accelerations a⊕ = {0.1, 0.3, 1} mm/s2 . In
each case (label “Total” in the tables) the number of
tethers, an even integer, was optimized for minimizing
the total spacecraft mass, and the tether length was iteratively adjusted for each N until the desired characteristic acceleration was obtained. Note that the tether

6
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Table 1. Physical reference data.

Table 2. Spacecraft mass budget and some other properties
for a characteristic acceleration a⊕ = 0.1 mm/s2 .

parameter

symbol

value

Thrust/length/voltage
Nominal tether voltage
Thrust per length
Aux. tether thickness

f0
V0
fV
hat

Main reel base mass
Tether camera mass
Number of tether cameras
E-sail computer mass
FEEP Remote Unit base m.

mmr0
mca
nca
mgc
mru0

Number of electron guns
1 au solar wind density
E-sail base power

neg
n⊕
Po

3
7.6 cm−3
10 W

Heytether base wire radius
Heytether loop wire radius
Minimum solar distance
Maximum solar distance
Aux. tether width

R1
R2
rmin
rmax
wat

25 µm
12.5 µm
0.9 au
4.0 au
3 cm

Telemetry mass fraction
ACS mass fraction
Overall mass margin factor
Main tether reel fill factor
Aux. tether perforation
Solar panel EOL degrad. fac.
Structural fraction
Therm. sys. mass fraction
HV source loss factor

ηtms
ηacs
ηma
ηmr
ηp
ηsa
ηstr
ηtcs
ηvs

0.2
0.05
1.2
0.3
0.5
1.2
0.15
0.05
1.25

Payload mass per power
E-gun mass per power
Power system mass per power
HV source mass per power

γpay
γeg
γsa
γvs

1000
1
10
20

kg/kW
kg/kW
kg/kW
kg/kW

Aluminium density
Kapton density
Aux. tether reel ‘density’
Main reel ‘density’

ρAl
ρKa
ρar
ρmr

2700
1420
282
500

kg/m3
kg/m3335
kg/m3
kg/m3

24.2 nN/(kVm)
25 kV
24.2 nN/m
12.7 µm
0.1 kg
0.04 kg
12
1 kg
0.745 kg

340

320

325

length was restricted to a maximum value of 20 km and
the number of tethers to 100. The “Total without E-sail”
values were obtained by using the same mass formula,
but enforcing the conditions N = 0 and L = 0. This represents a spacecraft with same payload mass and other
functionalities, but without on-orbit propulsive capabilities. The E-sail mass fraction is the effective mass di- 345
vided by the total spacecraft mass, and the E-sail specific acceleration is the propulsive thrust at 1 au divided
by its effective mass. Tables 2, 3 and 4 show some characteristic trends that can be summarized as follows.
350

330

1. When the E-sail size increases, its specific acceleration improves and the E-sail mass fraction decreases. This is because the main tether reels and
RUs have, by assumption, a certain base mass even

Scientific payload mpay [ kg]
Number of tethers N
Tether length L [ km]
E-sail thrust at 1 au [ N]
E-sail power Po + Peg [ W]
Payload idle power [ W]
Payload duty power [ W]

100
12
4.02
0.03
38.5
12.5
125

200
16
5.77
0.05
64.6
25.0
250

500
24
9.27
0.13
142
62.5
625

1000
34
12.9
0.25
269
125
1250

Main tethers N mmt [ kg]
Main tether reels N mmr [ kg]
Electron guns 3meg [ kg]
HV source mvs [ kg]
Cameras and computer [ kg]
Remote units N mru [ kg]
Auxtethers [ kg]
Power system msa [ kg]
Telemetry system [ kg]
Thermal control [ kg]
ACS [ kg]
Structure [ kg]
20% margin [ kg]

0.56
1.54
0.09
0.57
1.48
11.7
6.83
32.0
25.0
8.46
9.90
35.0
46.6

1.07
2.26
0.16
1.09
1.48
15.8
9.80
61.6
50.0
16.7
18.9
66.9
89.2

2.57
3.99
0.39
2.63
1.48
24.1
15.8
151
125
41.3
45.7
161
215

5.05
6.52
0.78
5.17
1.48
34.0
21.9
299
250
82.2
89.8
317
422

Total without E-sail [ kg]
E-sail effective [ kg]
Total [ kg]

248
31.7
280

490
45.1
535

1215
74.1
1290

2425
110
2535

E-sail mass fraction [ %]
E-sail specific acc. [ mm/s2 ]

11.4
0.88

8.44
1.18

5.74
1.74

4.34
2.30

in the limit of short main and auxiliary tethers.
By redesigning and miniaturizing these items, the
E-sail specific acceleration could probably be improved for small sizes. On the other hand, the trend
would probably not continue to even larger sizes,
because for tethers longer than 20 − 30 km, their
tensile strength requirement would start to grow
beyond what Heytethers tolerate. If even longer
tethers were used, thicker wires or better materials
should probably be employed.
2. Tables 2 and 3 show that by moving from 0.1 mm/s2
to 0.3 mm/s2 of characteristic acceleration, the Esail’s mass fraction increases only slightly. For
example, for a 1000 kg of scientific payload, the
spacecraft total mass is about 2535 kg when a⊕ =
0.1 mm/s2 , while it is 2596 kg (only 2.4% larger)
for a three times more capable system (a⊕ =
0.3 mm/s2 ). In light of these numbers and assuming
the availability of E-sails of different sizes, using the
lowest characteristic acceleration (a⊕ = 0.1 mm/s2 )
might be motivated only if the spacecraft payload is
some bulk material such as products from asteroid
mining rather than a scientific payload.

P. Janhunen et al.: E-sail mass model
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Table 3. Same as Table 2, but for a characteristic acceleration a⊕ = 0.3 mm/s2 .

355

360

365

370

375

Table 4. Same as Table 2, but for a characteristic acceleration a⊕ = 1 mm/s2 .

Scientific payload mpay [ kg]
Number of tethers N
Tether length L [ km]
E-sail thrust at 1 au [ N]
E-sail power Po + Peg [ W]
Payload idle power [ W]
Payload duty power [ W]

100
16
6.38
0.06
70.3
12.5
125

200
24
8.02
0.11
124
25.0
250

500
36
12.7
0.27
281
62.5
625

1000
50
17.9
0.52
540
125
1250

Scientific payload mpay [ kg]
Number of tethers N
Tether length L [ km]
E-sail thrust at 1 au [ N]
E-sail power Po + Peg [ W]
Payload idle power [ W]
Payload duty power [ W]

100
44
15.3
0.39
409
12.5
125

200
62
19.4
0.70
720
25.0
250

300
86
20.0
1.00
1026
37.5
375

Main tethers N mmt [ kg]
Main tether reels N mmr [ kg]
Electron guns 3meg [ kg]
HV source mvs [ kg]
Cameras and computer [ kg]
Remote units N mru [ kg]
Auxtethers [ kg]
Power system msa [ kg]
Telemetry system [ kg]
Thermal control [ kg]
ACS [ kg]
Structure [ kg]
20% margin [ kg]

1.18
2.33
0.18
1.21
1.48
16.2
10.8
32.0
25.0
8.54
10.5
37.0
49.3

2.22
3.77
0.34
2.28
1.48
23.3
13.6
61.6
50.0
16.8
19.8
69.7
93.0

5.29
6.87
0.81
5.42
1.48
35.4
21.6
151
125
41.6
47.1
166
221

10.3
11.4
1.59
10.6
1.48
49.3
30.4
299
250
82.8
91.9
324
433

Main tethers N mmt [ kg]
Main tether reels N mmr [ kg]
Electron guns 3meg [ kg]
HV source mvs [ kg]
Cameras and computer [ kg]
Remote units N mru [ kg]
Auxtethers [ kg]
Power system msa [ kg]
Telemetry system [ kg]
Thermal control [ kg]
ACS [ kg]
Structure [ kg]
20% margin [ kg]

7.79
9.21
1.20
7.98
1.48
43.1
26.1
32.0
25.0
9.31
13.8
48.9
65.2

13.9
14.8
2.13
14.2
1.48
59.3
32.9
61.6
50.0
18.1
24.7
87.0
116

19.8
20.8
3.05
20.3
1.48
77.6
34.0
91.3
75.0
26.9
35.3
125
166

Total without E-sail [ kg]
E-sail effective [ kg]
Total [ kg]

248
47.8
296

490
68.2
558

1215
113
1329

2425
171
2596

Total without E-sail [ kg]
E-sail effective [ kg]
Total [ kg]

248
143
391

490
206
696

732
264
996

E-sail mass fraction [ %]
E-sail specific acc. [ mm/s2 ]

16.2
1.24

12.2
1.64

8.52
2.35

6.58
3.04

E-sail mass fraction [ %]
E-sail specific acc. [ mm/s2 ]

36.6
2.73

29.6
3.38

26.5
3.77

3. Currently, RUs, auxiliary tethers, main tethers,
main tether reels, and HV subsystem all signifi380
cantly contribute to the E-sail’s effective mass.
For comparative purposes, Table 5 shows the mass
breakdown for a spacecraft having the same parameters of Table 4 with the exception that in Table 5 the
385
auxiliary tethers are made of 7.6 µm Kapton (instead of
12.7 µm) and that the cold gas thruster option is taken
into account. Recall that the wet mass of the cold gas
unit is 0.267 kg lighter than the FEEP version. The
mass of a RU with cold gas thrusters can also be representative of a solar photon blade equipped version of 390
the RU, which has sufficient spin rate control capability
for any mission (Janhunen, 2012). Making the auxiliary
tethers thinner favours longer tethers in the mass optimization process, while a reduced RU base mass has
the opposite effect. Because the numbers of tethers in 395
Table 5 are smaller than those in Table 4, a reduction of
the auxiliary tether thickness has a larger impact than
that of changing the RU’s thruster class. For the 300 kg
scientific payload case, the net result is a 28% reduction
in the E-sail effective mass and a corresponding increase 400
in the E-sail specific acceleration.

We have assumed that the nominal tether voltage V0
(valid for average solar wind conditions) has a fixed
value of 25 kV throughout the paper. The maximum
voltage for which the hardware is designed should be
larger, perhaps 40 kV, because otherwise the thrust
would be decreased when the solar wind density is lower
than its average value (Toivanen and Janhunen, 2009).
However, trading off the hardware voltage limit against
other design parameters is outside the scope of this paper.
Figure 3 shows the E-sail mass fraction (effective Esail mass divided by spacecraft total mass) as a function
of the characteristic acceleration, for different scientific
payloads: mpay = {30, 100, 300, 1000} kg. For each payload mass, there exists a maximum characteristic acceleration that can be reached by an E-sail. Recall that,
by assumption, the E-sail performance is constrained by
a maximum number (100) and length (20 km) of main
tethers.
Figures 4–6 illustrate the corresponding effective Esail mass, total spacecraft mass and E-sail propulsive
thrust, respectively. Figures 3–6 span a wide range
of potential applications. Small values of characteristic accelerations with a 30 kg payload correspond to a
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300

Table 5. Same as Table 4, but with thinner auxiliary tethers
(7.6 µm) and RUs with cold gas thrusters.

1000
300
250

100
38
15.6
0.34
360
12.5
125

200
56
19.5
0.63
657
25.0
250

300
80
19.9
0.92
950
37.5
375

Main tethers N mmt [ kg]
Main tether reels N mmr [ kg]
Electron guns 3meg [ kg]
HV source mvs [ kg]
Cameras and computer [ kg]
Remote units N mru [ kg]
Auxtethers [ kg]
Power system msa [ kg]
Telemetry system [ kg]
Thermal control [ kg]
ACS [ kg]
Structure [ kg]
20% margin [ kg]

6.83
8.02
1.05
7.00
1.48
24.5
15.8
32.0
25.0
9.19
12.2
42.9
57.2

12.6
13.4
1.94
12.9
1.48
34.7
19.9
61.6
50.0
18.0
22.4
79.2
106

18.4
19.3
2.82
18.8
1.48
46.3
20.2
91.3
75.0
26.8
32.6
115
154

Total without E-sail [ kg]
E-sail effective [ kg]
Total [ kg]

248
95.2
343

490
144
634

732
190
922

2500

E-sail mass fraction [ %]
E-sail specific acc. [ mm/s2 ]

27.7
3.60

22.7
4.40

20.6
4.85

2000

effective E-sail mass [kg]

Scientific payload mpay [ kg]
Number of tethers N
Tether length L [ km]
E-sail thrust at 1 au [ N]
E-sail power Po + Peg [ W]
Payload idle power [ W]
Payload duty power [ W]

100
200
30
150

m pay [kg]
100

50

0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

a⊕ [mm/s2 ]

Fig. 4. Effective E-sail mass as a function of a⊕ and mpay .

3000
1000

m [kg]

m pay [kg]

0.8

1500

30
0.7

300

1000

E-sail mass fraction

0.6
100

100

500

30

0.5

0

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0.5

1

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

Fig. 5. Spacecraft total mass as a function of a⊕ and mpay .

m pay [kg]
405

0

0.5

a⊕ [mm/s2 ]

300

1000

0

1.5

2

2.5

3

a⊕ [mm/s2 ]

Fig. 3. E-sail mass fraction as a function of a⊕ and mpay .

410

small, first-generation E-sail, perhaps suitable for the
near-term applications. The upper limits of the level
curve with mpay = 30 kg correspond, instead, to a high- 415

performance E-sail for an advanced mission scenario as,
for instance, a flyby with outer planets or a Solar System escape. On the other side, the low a⊕ end of level
curve with mpay = 1000 kg represents a case where 2.5
tonne spacecraft is moved at 0.1 mm/s2 characteristic
accleeration (3 km/s of ∆v per year) by a moderate size
34-tether E-sail weighing 110 kg (Table 2). The latter
case is consistent, for example, with an advanced exploration mission towards near-Earth asteroids, which
involves an in-situ resource utilization and transportation [see Lewis (1996) and Gerlach (2005)].
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A detailed mathematical model has been developed for
mass budget analysis and performance evaluation of an
E-sail spacecraft. Our aim was to estimate the component masses as realistically as possible with current
475
or near-term technology while including a conservative
20% overall mass margin.
Accurate mass estimates of a propulsion system are
difficult to obtain, because the thruster design has usually indirect effects on other spacecraft subsystems as, 480
for instance, the thermal and the attitude control systems. In this paper we have estimated the effective Esail mass by evaluating the mass difference between the
actual and a virtual spacecraft. The latter has the same
functional components and satisfies the same environ- 485
mental requirements of the former, but is wanting in
the on-orbit propulsive capabilities. In that way, the indirect mass contributions are included in the estimation.
Numerical results show that the E-sail propulsion sys- 490
tem, once qualified for flight, could be an interesting option for a wide class of deep space missions that include
scientific payloads in the range 30 − 1000 kg, and require a characteristic acceleration up to about 3 mm/s2 .
Moreover, as is shown in Table 5, some rather straight- 495
forward near-term component level improvements have
the potential of reducing the effective E-sail mass further (28% in the specific case) with a consequent improvement in mission performance. Future work will 500
concentrate on prototyping and testing the E-sail subsystem as well as measuring the E-sail performance in
small scale in the real environment, that is, within the
solar wind.
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